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ABSTRACT

Considering the interaction between a sleeper, ballast layer, and substructure, a three-dimensional coupled
discrete-finite element method for a ballasted railway track is proposed in this study. Ballast granules with irregular
shapes are constructed using a clump model using the discrete element method. Meanwhile, concrete sleepers,
embankments, and foundations are modelled using 20-node hexahedron solid elements using the finite element
method. To improve computational efficiency, a GPU-based (Graphics Processing Unit) parallel framework is
applied in the discrete element simulation. Additionally, an algorithm containing contact search and transfer
parameters at the contact interface of discrete particles and finite elements is developed in the GPU parallel envi-
ronment accordingly. A benchmark case is selected to verify the accuracy of the coupling algorithm. The dynamic
response of the ballasted rail track is analysed under different train speeds and loads. Meanwhile, the dynamic
stress on the substructure surface obtained by the established DEM-FEM model is compared with the in situ
experimental results. Finally, stress and displacement contours in the cross-section of the model are constructed to
further visualise the response of the ballasted railway. This proposed couplingmodel can provide important insights
into high-performance coupling algorithms and the dynamic characteristics of full scale ballasted rail tracks.
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1 Introduction

As a traditional railway transportation structure, ballasted railway tracks typically comprise
steel rails, fastening systems, sleepers, ballast, sub-ballasts, embankments, and foundations. Owing
to the advantages of low price, easy maintenance, sufficient drainage, and vibration reduction,
ballasted railways are still the most typical used railway structure [1]. When a rail is oper-
ating on a track, the impact force exerted by wheels on a rail is transmitted to the ballast
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layer and foundation through sleepers. Owing to the discrete feature of the ballast layer, ballast
rearrangement, edge breakage, abrasion, and fragmentation occur during the long-term operation
of tracks [2]. The ballast layer forms accumulated deformation and degradation, which causes an
uneven settlement of the ballasted bed and affects passenger comfort and driving safety [3–5].

The finite element method (FEM) can be used to represent different ballasted railway struc-
tures as continuums on a macro scale. By adopting different element types and material properties,
the continuums can be used to study the dynamic response between structures [6]. Therefore,
the FEM provides invaluable insight into the understanding of the macro dynamic response of
ballasted railway tracks under traffic loading. However, the ballast bed is composed of many dis-
crete granules. Under traffic loading, the contact state and local motion between ballast granules
affect the dynamic behaviour of a ballasted track [7]. Due to the discontinuity, inhomogeneity
and random characteristic of ballast assemblies, the finite element model of a ballasted track is
limited by the effects of ballast gradation, porosity, shape, and other important parameters on
the degradation of ballast. These significant factors are the main reasons that affect the uneven
settlement and deterioration of ballasted railway track.

Proposed by Cundall et al. in 1979 [8], the DEM (discrete element method) is an efficient
simulation method for the study of discrete media. The method for simulating the ballast bed
can remedy the shortcoming of FEM in characterizing the meso-mechanical behaviour of ballast.
Henceforth, it has been employed widely to studies regarding mechanical behaviours, such as bal-
last degradation [9–11], ballast fouling [12], ballast breakage [13,14], and polyurethane-reinforced
ballasts [15] in ballasted railway tracks. The model constructions of irregular ballasts involve
primarily the clump of overlapped spheres [16], cluster formed by bonding spheres [17], polyhe-
drons [18–20], and dilated polyhedron elements [21]. It is noteworthy that polyhedral particles are
much closer to the real shape of ballast, but most researchers prefer clump and cluster methods
for discrete elements modelling containing a large number of ballasts for high computational
efficiency and convenient business software [22–24]. However, the basic units in DEM are particles
and rigid wall elements. If the concrete sleeper and substructure are simplified as clump/cluster
model and rigid wall element with different stiffness respectively, its elastic and plastic deformation
is not considered, which can lead to ballast movement and force chain redistribution.

As mentioned above, the sleepers and substructure in a ballasted railway structure can be
considered as continuous media, whereas the ballast bed is a discrete medium. The interaction
between sleeper, ballast bed and substructure can be regarded as a contact problem between
continuum and discrete materials. The coupled DEM-FEM combined the advantages in simulating
granular and continuum materials and avoided the disadvantages of DEM and FEM alone for
the ballasted railway track studies. So, the coupled method can more reasonably and efficiently
simulate the dynamic response of ballasted railways at the macro and meso levels.

For coupled DEM-FEM method, it is particularly important to develop coupling algorithms
for contact interfaces of different media. Recently, to achieve a contact interaction between a
continuum material and a discrete ballast material, interface elements [25–27] and surface coupling
elements [28] have been introduced to achieve parameter transfer between the two media through
the particle flow code (PFC) and FLAC software. Additionally, the coupled QDEM-FEM can be
used to study the impact response of ballasted railway structures [29]. Moreover, based on the
Fortran language, a three-dimensional combined discrete-finite element model can be developed
to analyse the dynamic behaviour of ballasted railway tracks under cyclic loads [30]. However,
considering the large dimension of the ballasted railway model, the low computational efficiency
cannot be ignored in simulation process based on CPU serial program.
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With the development of computer hardware and the demand for large-scale engineering
simulations, CUDA (compute unified device architecture) as a parallel computing platform is
released by NVIDIA Company, which overcome the limitations of traditional GPU hardware
architecture. It highlights the advantages of GPU in high-performance computing and reduces the
difficulty of programming [31]. Therefore, the implementation of a GPU-based parallel procedure
becomes possible using CUDA [32]. In DEM simulation, contact search and motion update
between particles take up tremendous calculation time in the entire simulation process. Using
GPU parallel computing, the time-consuming process will be greatly shortened [14]. However, for
the simulation of the coupled discrete-finite element model, the contact search between discrete
particles and finite element surfaces and the transfer process of contact parameters are also more
time-consuming in the coupling calculation. A higher requirement has been proposed for the
computational efficiency of the coupled DEM-FEM [33]. It is necessary to develop a coupled
DEM-FEM based on GPU parallel computing and apply it to ballasted railway track studies.

In this study, a coupled DEM-FEM with GPU-based parallel framework was proposed to
analyse the dynamic characteristics of a sleeper, ballast bed and substructure (embankment and
foundation). A parameter transfer algorithm was developed between the DEM and FEM in a
GPU parallel environment. A benchmark case was selected to verify the precision and reliability of
the proposed coupled algorithm. Under different traffic speeds and loads, the dynamic response of
the sleeper, ballast layer and the substructure were analysed, which provided invaluable references
for high-performance coupling algorithms and the dynamic characteristics of full scale ballasted
railway tracks.

2 Coupled Discrete-Finite Element Method of Ballasted Railway Track

2.1 DEM of Ballast Bed Based GPU Parallel Computing
In ballasted railway structures, as natural ballasts appear in complex geometrical shapes, the

interlocking effect between adjacent ballasts upon loading can significantly increase the carrying
capacity of the ballast layer, thereby resulting in the permanent deformation of the ballast bed.
Hence, the clump formed by overlapping spheres was used to simulate the approximate geometry
of a ballast. Because the particles in contact with the large overlap in the clump can overlook its
contact force, the clump can be regarded as an unbreakable rigid element of irregular shape.

Considering the randomness of the effective size of ballast, the ballast particles were classified
firstly according to the Chinese railway special ballast grading standards. To precisely establish
the discrete element model of a natural ballast, three-dimensional laser scanning technique was
employed to extract and reconstruct the ballast appearance in high-speed railways because this
method can accurately reproduce the irregular geometry, sharp edges, and rough surface texture
of the scanned ballast. Due to the time-consuming laser scanning process, 143 representative
ballasts with different textures and sizes were scanned to establish a ballast library containing
clump model. As shown in Fig. 1, the surface of the reconstructed ballasts is composed of a
series of triangular meshes. The more faces formed by the triangular meshes, the more accurate is
the closed ballast model. Subsequently, based on the particle expansion method, multiple spherical
particles are filled into the ballast model with closed boundaries to obtain a clump of ballasts.
In the filling method, the smaller the filled particle size and the larger the number, the closer
is the clump to the natural ballast; however, the large number of filled particles will cause the
lower computational efficiency. Hence, each ballast model was filled with 5–15 spherical particles
of diameter 18–30 mm in this study.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1: Clump model generation of ballast (a) ballast (b) surface scanning (c) mesh boundary
(d) clump model

For the contact law of ballast clump model, the linear spring model [8] and simplified Hertz–
Mindlin model [34] were used generally. Besides, there is also a Conical Damage Model (CDM)
that is more suitable for the simple clump model was reported [35,36]. In this paper, the contact
force between particles in contact was calculated using a nonlinear viscoelastic model. Fig. 2
showed the contact model between spherical particles in DEM. The Hertz contact theory is
generally used to calculate the normal contact force between spherical particles, including the
elastic force and viscous force, which can be expressed as follows:

Fn =Knx
3/2
n + 3

2
KnAx

1/2
n ẋn, (1)

where Fn is the normal contact force, Kn the normal stiffness, xn the normal overlap, ẋn the
normal relative velocity between the particles in contact; A is a dimensionless coefficient that
depends on four factors, i.e., the material’s elastic modulus, viscosity coefficient, and Poisson’s
ratio, and coefficient of restitution when particle collision occurs [37].

Figure 2: Contact model between spherical particles in DEM

Without considering the viscous force, the tangential contact force between particles can be
calculated incrementally based on the Mohr-Coulomb friction law, as follows [38]:

F∗
s =Ksxs, (2)

Fs = sign(F∗
s )min(

∣∣F∗
s

∣∣ , |μFn|), (3)
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sign (x)=
⎧⎨
⎩
−1 if x< 0
0 if x= 0
1 if x> 0

, (4)

where F∗
s is the tangential contact force, Ks the tangential stiffness, xs the tangential overlap

between the particles in contact, and μ the static friction coefficient.

The normal and tangential stiffness of the particles Kn and Ks can be calculated as
follows, respectively:

Kn = 4
3
E∗√R∗, (5)

Ks = 8G∗√R∗, (6)

where E∗ = E
2(1− v2)

, G∗ = G
2(2− v)

, G= E
2(1+ v)

, and R∗ = RARB

RA+RB
; E, ν, and G are the elastic

modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and shear modulus of the particles, respectively; RA and RB are the radii
of the two particles in contact.

During the computational process of the discrete element, the formula for calculating the
maximum time step tmax is [39]

tmax = πRmin

0.163v+ 0.8766

√
ρ

G
, (7)

where Rmin is the minimum radius of the particle, and ρ is the density of the particle. In the
actual simulation calculation, the time step �t is smaller than the maximum value, i.e.,

�t= αtmax, (8)

where the coefficient α is an empirical coefficient. Generally, when the coordination number of the
particles is high (>4), �t= 0.2tmax; on the contrary, when the particle coordination number is low
(<4), �t= 0.4tmax [39]. Because of the dense arrangement of the ballast particles, �t= 0.2tmax.

In the DEM simulation, the central difference method was used to solve the dynamic equa-
tion. During the movement of the irregular ballast, the ballast mass and moment of inertia are
important parameters. The finite segmentation method can be used to obtain the ballast mass
accurately. Meanwhile, the movement parameters, such as the moment and angular velocity of the
ballast, can be calculated and updated using the quaternion method, which can convert between
global and local coordinate systems [40].

It is well known that neighbour search and contact judgment between particles in DEM is the
key parts which affect calculating efficiency. In discrete element simulation based on GPU parallel
computing, the cell list method is used to make the contact judgment between particles [41].
Calculation domain of discrete particles is divided into many space cells whose size is slightly
larger than particle diameter. In this way, each particle only interacts with other particles in the
same cell or adjacent cells. Therefore, the cell number is independent of the size of the simulation
model when neighbour search between particles has been done. In the contact search between
particles, take the cell where the particle is located as the central cell, 3× 3× 3 cells are adopted
to determine the neighbour particle list. The search algorithm can obtain a higher speedup ratio
on a multi-core processor with shared memory. Moreover, in GPU-based parallel computing, it
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can show high computational efficiency both particle search and contact force transmission [41].
The process of the search algorithm is as follows:

(1) Determine space cell of computing domain and cell label where particles are located, as
shown in Fig. 3;

(2) Obtain sorted particle label based on the cell label and recorded the minimum and
maximum particle labels Imax

p , Imin
p in each cell, as shown in Fig. 4;

(3) Create a neighbour particle array Anei[i, Itable] for particle i and obtain the number of
neighbour particles with j> i which is stored in the array njgi[i];

(4) The prefix sum sjgi[i] is computed for the array njgi[i], sjgi [i]=
∑i

n=0 njgi[n];
(5) Obtain contact candidate pair list Ilist (Ilist = sjgi [i− 1] + Itable, (Itable ∈ 0,njgi [i] − 1)) and

contact candidate pairs i= Ip[Ilist] and j= In[Ilist] for contacting two particles;
(6) Compute contact force between contacting particles;
(7) Update particle information (displacement, velocity, etc.)

Figure 3: Particle position in the space cell

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Sorted particle and the maximum and minimum particle labels in each cell. (a) Soted
particle. (b) Maximum and minimum particle lables in each cells
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2.2 FEM of Sleeper and Substructure
Concrete sleepers and substructures in railway structures demonstrate excellent rigidity and

bearing capacity. Macroscopically, because both of them can be regarded as continuous media,
based on the FEM, a 20-node hexahedral solid element was applied to construct the sleeper and
substructure (embankment and foundation), as shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: The FEM model of sleeper and substructure

Besides, the Newmark method [42] was used to solve the dynamic equation. On the nonlinear
dynamic analysis of the embankment, the Newton–Raphson method was employed for an iterative
calculation at each time step [42].

2.3 Coupled Algorithm of the Discrete-Finite Element Based on GPU Parallel Computing
Regarding the simulation calculation of the coupled discrete-finite element model of the bal-

lasted railway, the most critical aspect is to contact search and transfer the calculation parameters
on the contact interface. Fig. 6 shows the flow chart of the coupled DEM-FEM method used
in this study. The code in the DEM was based on the CUDA/C++ language and compiled in
the GPU parallel environment [41], whereas a serial compilation based on the C++ language was
adopted in the FEM.

During coupling, as the force boundary condition for the dynamic calculation, the contact
force FDEM of the discrete particles applied on the structure can be equivalent to the nodal force
Fnode and transferred to the continuum zone. Subsequently, as the displacement boundary con-
dition, the interface displacements uwall and velocities u̇wall can be obtained from the continuum
zone and transferred to the discrete zone. The coupling idea is typical in discrete and continuous
coupling methods [25].

For the coupling model between the ballast grain and hexahedral solid element in three
dimensions, the corresponding coupling interfaces must first be extracted, as shown in Fig. 7.
Because the particles are in contact with only the surface of the structure meshed by solid
elements, only the surface of the structure need to be extracted as the coupling interface between
the discrete and finite elements, without considering the shared faces of the solid element. This
pretreatment will significantly reduce the number of finite element faces that need to perform
a contact search and improve the search efficiency between particles and finite element faces in
GPU-based parallel simulation. Finally, the interface coupling between the ballast element and
the hexahedral solid element can be transformed into an interface coupling between the spherical
particle and quadrilateral element face.
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Figure 6: The flow chart of the coupled DEM-FEM

Figure 7: Coupling interface extraction between ballast clump model and hexahedral element

During coupling, contact information between particles and element faces can be obtained,
such as the number of contacts, contact force, contact position and the serial number of element
face in a GPU parallel computation. The information must be transferred accurately to the
finite element model and a dynamic calculation of the continuum zone must be performed in
a CPU. However, the calculation results in DEM are distributed randomly in GPU memory,
which increases the difficulty in transferring the contact parameters accurately. In the study, the
sort function in the Trust library of CUDA was used to reorder the calculation results of the
discrete zone. Using a highly optimised radix sorting algorithm, this function is faster than sorting
algorithms based on data comparisons.

Fig. 8 illustrates the algorithm of contact search and parameter transfer in the GPU-based
parallel environment. First, a contact search based on the inside–outside method [43] is performed
on the element faces in the continuum zone, where each element face is assigned to a thread in
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the GPU. Based on the spatial grid method, each finite element face can only search the discrete
element particles in the neighbour grid. If the particles established contact with the finite element
face, relevant calculation parameters must be stored in the corresponding array. Such as the array
ContactN and ContactF are used to store the contact number and contact force. The array Sort_
Num which defaults to 1 records the negative thread ID (thread.x). Subsequently, the inclusive_
scan and sort_by_key functions in the Thrust library in CUDA are adopted to sort the contact
information. The inclusive_scan function is performed to sort the array ContactN in the form
of prefix sum, where the last cell represents the total number of DE-FE contacts. The sort_
by_key function can be easily parallelized to determine the effective date (e.g., contact force and
contact position). The detailed sorted process of contact information is shown in Fig. 9. Finally,
the sorted contact parameters are transmitted to the dynamic calculation of the finite element
simulation. Hence, with the Thrust library in CUDA, it is easy to transmit the contact numbers,
contact forces, and contact position to the corresponding array stored in the CPU.

Figure 8: Contact search and parameter transfer scheme on the coupled surface based on GPU
parallel computing

For the discrete-continuous model of the ballasted railway, when the ballast grains are in
contact with the quadrilateral surface of the solid element, the contact point is typically not
located on the node of the element face. Therefore, the contact force must be equivalent to
each node on the contact surface. For the isoparametric element with 20 nodes, the appropriate
shape function is required for the calculation of the equivalent nodal force on the coupling
interface. By referring to the method for solving the shape function of triangular elements by area
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coordinates, the area coordinate applied to the quadrilateral face with eight nodes [44] can be
used to obtain the equivalent nodal forces between the sphere and hexahedral solid elements. This
method can avoid time-consuming iterative calculations because it can obtain directly the shape
function without the local coordinates of the contact point by the Newton iteration [30].

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: The sorted process of contact information using the sort function in the Trust library
of CUDA (a) inclusive_scan function (b) sort_by_key function

As shown in Fig. 10, P(xp,yp, zp) denotes the coordinates of the contact point in the Carte-
sian coordinate system when the discrete sphere is in contact with the quadrilateral face. The
corner points and midpoints of the side of the quadrilateral are represented by numbers 1–4 and
5–8, respectively. Four dimensionless parameters g1, g2, g3, and g4, the shape feature parameters
of the quadrilateral can be expressed as follows:

g1 = A(�124)
A

, g2 = A(�123)
A

, (9)

g3 = 1− g1, g4 = 1− g2, (10)

where A is the area of the quadrilateral; A(�124) and A(�123) represent the areas of triangles
of ‘�124’ and ‘�123’, respectively.

The area coordinates of the contact point P are defined as follows:

Li = Ai
A

(i= 1–4), (11)
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where Ai is the area of the ith triangle formed by the contact point P and the sides of
the quadrilateral.

Figure 10: Equivalent nodal force calculation diagram for a quadrilateral face with eight nodes

The relationship between the contact force at contact point P and the equivalent nodal force
of the finite element face can be obtained as follows:

Fnode = [Ni]TFp i= 1–8, (12)

where Ni is the shape function of the ith node on the quadrilateral face; Fnode is the equivalent
nodal force; FP is the contact force at contact point P.

The shape function of the four corner points on the quadrilateral face can be expressed as:

Ni =N0
i −

(
1
2
− gi− gj

8gm

)
N4+i−

gk
(
gj− gk

)
8gmgi

N4+j+ gk (gk− gm)

8gigj
N4+k

−
(
1
2
+ gm− gi

8gj

)
N4+m (i, j,k,m= 1, 2, 3, 4) (13)

The shape function of the midpoint on the sides is

N4+i = 4
gigj

LiLk

(
Lj−Lm+ gi+ gj

2

)
(14)

In the coupling calculation of the discrete–finite element model, the global coordinates
P(xp,yp, zp) and contact force FP can be easily obtained when the ballast grains are in contact
with the quadrilateral face. Subsequently, by combining Eqs. (9)–(14), the equivalent nodal force
on the coupling surface can be obtained by interpolating the shape function.
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3 Verification of Coupled Algorithm and Establishment of the Coupled Model

3.1 Benchmark Case
To verify the reliability of the coupled algorithm when the particles in the discrete zone

contact with element face in the continuum zone, a benchmark case [45] was selected. As shown
in Fig. 11, the case chosen is an elastic thin plate which served to enforce a granular ensemble.
The deformation and stress of plate under the mass of the granular material was obtained by
constraining a certain of displacement boundaries (note that though the finite element faces in
Fig. 11 were displayed as triangle face, it does not represent the type of finite element). The
elastic plate with a size of 10 m× 0.5 m× 0.1 m meshed by 20-node hexahedral solid elements.
The origin of the coordinate system is located at the centre of the free section at 4 m along
the length of the plate. For boundary conditions, the deformations uz in the z-direction are
fixed for uz = 0(−4 m < x < −1 m, 1 m < x < 6 m). Meanwhile, in the x-direction, there is
ux = 0(x=−4 m and −6 m). Besides, the entire plate in the y-direction is fixed. This result in a
free deforming plate for −1 m< x< 1 m.

The mass of the granular ensemble is kept constant. So the upper surface of the plate is
always subjected to a constant stress load q. Here, take q= 8.5 kPa as an example, the correspond-
ing calculation parameters of the plate and granular material are listed in Tab. 1. Meanwhile, the
relationship between particle density ρg and radius rg can be expressed as:

r3g =
3
4
· q ·As
N ·π ·ρg · g (15)

where As is the upper face area of the plate. g is the acceleration of gravity. N is the number
of particles.

(a)

(b)

Figure 11: Benchmark case (a) model configuration (b) coupled DEM-FEM model

Figs. 12 and 13 show the comparisons of vertical displacement and Vonmise stress distribu-
tion between the coupled DEM-FEM simulation and the static analysis using Ansys software.
The coupled DEM-FEM results were obtained by the coupled DEM-FEM program developed
by authors and displayed using Tecplot software (FEM components were all displayed by this
software in the paper). It can be seen that taking into account the load errors caused by the
random arrangement of particles on the plate, the distribution and amplitude of displacement
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and stress calculated by the coupling model are consistent in the static analysis results of Ansys
software. Meanwhile, by the comparing displacement curve of the plate in the vertical direction
in Fig. 14, the accuracy and reliability of the coupled algorithm were verified.

Table 1: Main parameters of the benchmark case

DEM FEM

Parameters Values Parameters Values

Density of particles (kg/m3) 1745 Density (kg/m3) 2800
Young’s Modulus of particles (Pa) 5e9 Young’s modulus (Pa) 220e6
Poisson Ratio of particles 0.3 Poisson ratio 0.3
Friction Coefficient 0.6 Friction coefficient 0.6
Number of particles 1000 Number of elements 100× 5× 1
The radius of particles (mm) 84

Figure 12: Vertical displacement (a) Ansys result (b) coupled DEM-FEM result

Figure 13: Vonmise stress (a) Ansys result (b) coupled DEM-FEM result
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Figure 14: Vertical displacement along longitudinal X -direction

3.2 Coupled Model of Ballasted Railway Track
Based on the proposed DEM-FEM coupling algorithm with GPU-based parallel computing,

a calculation model of a ballasted railway track is established, as shown in Fig. 15. The model
displayed by SDEM software developed by authors comprises a sleeper, ballast layer, embankment,
and foundation from the top to bottom. The sleeper constructed with a solid element measured
2.6 m × 0.32 m × 0.26 m in a continuum zone. Meanwhile, the total number of ballast grains
in the ballast layer was 31286, and the gradation of the ballast assembly satisfied the Chinese
railway special ballast grading standards, as shown in Fig. 16. For the generation method of the
ballast bed, a dense spherical particle assembly was firstly generated in the specified area. And
then, replace the spherical particles with the clump models of ballast in established ballast library.
By setting a lower friction coefficient between the ballasts, the ballast stacking has carried out
using gravity sedimentation method, which results in a sufficiently dense granular ballast assembly.
Finally, a reasonable ballast bed was generated by geometry clipping method. Detail information
of the ballast bed is as follows. The thickness of the ballast layer was 0.35 m; the length of the
model was 0.8 m along the longitudinal track line; the slope of the ballast bed was 1:1.75; the
height of the shoulder was 0.15 m. A fixed rigid wall boundary was applied to ballast bed. The
influence of confining pressure and elastic constraints generated by adjacent sleepers and ballast
on the ballast vibration and trainload dispersion were not considered. Zhai et al. [46] indicated
through the coupled vehicle-track dynamics simulation that if the shear and damping effects
between adjacent ballast bed were ignored, the simulated ballast vibration acceleration could be
overestimated by about 6%. Additionally, the embankment and foundation were constructed using
an isoparametric solid element with 20 nodes. The total height of the substructure was 1 m. The
length of the embankment was 6 m, the height was 0.3 m, and the slope was 1:1.75. The length
of the foundation was 10 m and the width was 0.8 m. Besides, the boundary conditions of the
finite element model were displacement constraints. The upper surface of the embankment was
free. The left and right faces (x−/+ directions) and the front and back faces (y−/+ directions)
of the model were constrained with zero displacements in the normal directions. A displacement
constraint in the z-direction was applied to the bottom surface.
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Figure 15: Coupled DEM-FEM of a full-scale ballasted railway track

Figure 16: Ballast size grading curve in DEM modelling of ballasted track

Table 2: Major computational parameters of ballast in DEM [30]

Parameters Variables Units Values

Clump density [28] ρ kg/m3 2600
Friction coefficient μ – 0.7
The porosity of the ballast layer γ – 0.365
Elastic modulus E GPa 5
Poisson ratio v 0.22
The average diameter of ballast D m 0.035
Coefficient of restitution e – 0.5

Because the embankment strength is much lower than those of the sleeper and foundation,
the Drucker–Prager yield criterion was used for the elastoplastic analysis of the embankment.
Furthermore, the linear elastic model was applied to the response behaviour of the sleeper and
foundation. In the initialization of coupled simulation, the timestep in DEM was determined
firstly (the value is generally about 10−6 s on the time scale). And then given the calculation
efficiency and communication between discrete and finite zone, the timestep in FEM was taken
as integer multiples of that in DEM (40 times in the paper). Therefore, in the coupled pro-
cess, the exchanged time interval of contact information on the coupled interface is determined
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by timestep in FEM. The calculation parameters in the coupling model are shown in Tabs. 2
and 3, respectively.

Table 3: Major computational parameters in FEM [30]

Parameters Variables Units Embankment Foundation Sleeper

Elastic modulus E MPa 25 300 3000
Poisson’s ratio ν – 0.3 0.3 0.15
Density ρ kg/m3 2000 2700 2200
Cohesion C kN/m3 10 – –
Internal friction angle φ ◦ 15 – –

4 Numerical Simulation Results and Discussions

The high-speed train load impacts on the rails in the form of wheel-rail forces and is then
transmitted to the granular ballast bed through a fastening system and sleeper. In this study, five
kinds of the train speeds with 160, 200, 250, 300 and 350 km/h and four cyclic loads with 16, 18,
20 and 22 t were considered and applied to the sleeper. The time-history curve of the cyclic load
in a cycle was obtained using a coupled dynamic model of a high-speed train-ballasted track, as
shown in Fig. 17 [47]. As four sets of wheels were used for each carriage, this curve included
four loading peaks. In the loading process of the coupling model, it will undergo the process of
non-loading, initial loading, maximum loading and unloading process, as shown in Fig. 18. The
dynamic responses between the different structures in the coupled model of the ballasted railway
track are discussed in detail.

Figure 17: A cyclic load applied to sleeper
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 18: The numerical process under a train cyclic load. (a) Non loading. (b) Initial loading.
(c) Maximum loading. (d) unloading

4.1 Dynamic Characteristic of Sleeper
Fig. 19 shows the settlement curve of the sleeper under 100 times of 16 t loading cycles.

As shown, in the initial loading cycles, the accumulated settlement of the sleeper was relatively
large. This was because both the sleeper and fresh ballast were not insufficient contact. Fur-
thermore, the local gap between the adjacent ballast below the sleeper was large, which resulted
in the unstable spatial position of the ballast layer under loading. With cyclic loading, the gap of
the ballast below the sleeper became denser gradually. The sleeper settlement decelerated under
the interlocking effect between adjacent ballasts.

Figure 19: Settlement curve of the sleeper at 250 km/h speed and 16 t train load
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Fig. 20 shows the vibration curves of the sleeper at different speeds under a load of 16 t. It
can be seen that sleeper vibration caused by the passing of four wheelsets can be identified. The
waveforms of the simulation results agree with the experimental results from the literature [27].
Besides, Fig. 21 shows the vertical acceleration amplitude of the sleeper under different speeds
and axle loads. As the train speed and load increases, the vertical vibration acceleration gradually
increases. It will affect the stability of ballasted bed due to dynamic effect between sleeper and
ballast layer, especially when the train speed exceeds 250 km/s.

Figure 20: Acceleration of sleeper at different train speeds under 16 t train load

Figure 21: Acceleration amplitude of sleeper under different train speeds and loads
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4.2 Vibration Response of Ballast Bed
The macroscopic degradation and deformation of the ballast bed are closely related to the

dynamic characteristic of the ballast at the mesoscopic scale. To study the vibration response of
the ballast layer under a train load, six clumps with similar sizes and shapes were selected as the
monitoring points in the discrete element model of the ballast bed, as shown in Fig. 22. Points
1–3 beneath the sleeper were located below the supporting point of the rail. Meanwhile, points
4–6 were located on the slope of the ballast bed, distributing from the ballast shoulder to the
slope bottom.

Figure 22: Distribution of ballast monitoring points

Figure 23: Ballast vibration acceleration at different monitoring points

Fig. 23 shows the simulation results of the ballast vibration acceleration at 250 km/h train
speed and 16 t load. As shown, the waveform of acceleration is similar to the previous exper-
imental results [46]. The acceleration amplitudes of monitoring points 1–3 were large relatively,
in which that of point 1 near the sleeper bottom was the largest, i.e., approximately 40 m2/s. As
the ballast was far from the bottom of the sleeper, the ballast acceleration amplitude decreased
gradually. Also, the ballast acceleration amplitudes at monitoring points 4–6 were small because
the points were far from the trapezoidal compression zone beneath the sleeper. Furthermore, the
smallest amplitude was exhibited by point 6 located at the bottom of the slope. Fig. 24 shows the
vertical acceleration amplitude of the No. 2 monitoring point below the sleeper under different
train speeds and axle loads. It can be seen that the increasing train speed and axle load will lead
to an increase in the vertical acceleration of the ballast. Besides, when the train speed exceeds
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250 km/h, the growth rate of the vertical acceleration increases obviously, thereby accelerating the
settlement and degradation of the ballast bed. In conclusion, the simulation results demonstrated
the excellent performance of the vibration absorption and compression resistance of the granular
ballast layer. Moreover, the simulation results were consistent with those of the previous discrete
element simulation [48] and the experimental results [49], which verified the feasibility of the
established coupled model in the simulation of the ballast dynamic response.

Figure 24: Vertical acceleration amplitude of ballast under different train speeds and loads

4.3 Stress and Displacement Analysis of Substructure
The vibration excitation generated by train operation will be transmitted to the substructure

through the sleeper and ballast layer. The study of the substructure response when the train
wheel passes is very important for subgrade design and evaluation. Fig. 25 shows the dynamic
stress at the substructure surface under the 250 km/s train speed and 16 t load. It can be seen
that the dynamic stress waveform obtained by the coupling model is similar to that of in situ
measurement [50]. Meanwhile, according to field measurement of DJJ2 series in Qinhuangdao–
Shenyang high-speed railway in China [51,52], the measured dynamic stress amplitude on the
subgrade surface ranges from 50–100 kPa in ballasted railway track, which indicated the maximum
dynamic stress amplitude obtained by the coupled model is reasonable.

Besides, Studies [51] have shown that the amplitude of substructure dynamic stress is related
to both train speed and axle load. Fig. 26 shows the maximum dynamic stress of embankment
surface under the different train loads and the train speeds. It can be found that the maximum
dynamic stress changes in the range of 50–70 kPa and increases linearly with the increasing train
speed and load. Fig. 27 shows the relationship between the ratio of dynamic stress to axle load
and train speed. It can be seen that the fitting curve obtained by the DEM-FEM coupling model
are similar in trend to the experimental results and the finite element results [53]. However, the
growth trends of dynamic stress obtained from the coupled DEM-FEM model and the finite
element model are greater than the actual measured results. The reason perhaps is that the
subgrade and track conditions of the field test section are different from that of the assumption
in the calculation due to the influence of the smoothness of line.
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Figure 25: Dynamic stress at substructure surface

Figure 26: The relationship between dynamic stress and train speed

To further visualise the response of the ballasted railway, Fig. 28 shows the cross-section
stress distribution of the coupled model under the maximum loads. The contact force between
ballasts is represented by the force chain. As shown, the red force chain which means large contact
force located under the sleeper. Meanwhile, the stress concentration in the substructure model was
located on the embankment surface below steel rail. The maximum stress of the contacted surface
was much smaller than the stress applied to the sleeper. This indicates that the granular ballast
bed can absorb most of the train load from the sleeper and transfer the load to the substructure,
which is important for the stability of the ballasted track structure.
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Figure 27: The ratio of dynamic stress to train load at different train speeds

Figure 28: Cross-section stress distribution of the coupled model

Figure 29: Cross-section displacement distribution of the coupled model

As shown by the displacement distribution of the coupled model in Fig. 29, the displacement
of the substructure is located primarily below the sleeper. Because the embankment is in direct
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contact with the ballast layer and its strength is lower than that of the foundation, a large
displacement is generated in the embankment surface.

As shown in Fig. 30, the unrecoverable plastic strain zone is located at the largest dis-
placement of the upper surface of the embankment. Owing to the discrete nature of the
granular ballast bed, the ballast grains established a point-facet contact with the upper surface
of the embankment, resulting in an unevenly distributed contact force on the upper surface of
the embankment.

Figure 30: Plastic strain of the embankment surface

5 Conclusions

In this paper, a three-dimensional ballasted railway track model is established based on
coupled DEM-FEM. To improve computational efficiency, a GPU-based parallel framework was
applied to the discrete element simulation of ballast bed. Meanwhile, an algorithm containing con-
tact search and parameter transfer were developed and verified in the GPU parallel environment.
Finally, the dynamic characteristics of the ballasted railway were analyzed at the macro–meso
scale. The relevant conclusions are as follows:

(1) The established coupling model can reflect the settlement and vibration characteristics of
sleeper under train load. With the increasing train speed and load, the vertical acceleration
of sleeper gradually increases.

(2) The vibration acceleration of ballast near the sleeper bottom was the largest (i.e., approxi-
mately 40 m2/s at 250 km/h train speed and 16 t load) and then decreased gradually with
the increasing depth of the ballast layer. Increasing train speed and axle load will lead to
an increase in the vertical acceleration of the ballast. When the train speed exceeds 250
km/h, the growth rate of the vertical acceleration increases obviously.

(3) The maximum dynamic stress on substructure changes in the range of 50–70 kPa and
increases linearly with the increasing train speed and load. The simulation results of
dynamic stress obtained from the coupled DEM-FEM model were consistent with the
previous in-situ measured results.

(4) The stress and displacement concentration area in the substructure model were located on
the embankment surface below steel rail. Owing to the discrete nature of the granular
ballast bed, the ballast grains established a point-facet contact with the upper surface of
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the embankment, resulting in an unevenly distributed contact force on the upper surface of
the embankment.
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